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Catalog cards may be found at the back of this document.

ABSTRACT

The purpose of this test was to evaluate the capability of the modi-

fied MATTS to achieve, at minimum, premodification accuracies. Three
MATTS configured aircraft were utilized to simulate the vehicles in-
volved in the MATTS measurement of a typical intercept. Data were
collected on pertinent flight paths within the MATTS operacional envelope.

Tracking accuracy is satisfactory or acceptable throughout the
tested profile except at the extreme western end of the SAGE drone
track, where the errors are too large for MATTS application. Spa-
tial position accuracies are comparable to those obtained from t- ,
original MATTS. Scoring accuracy meets the required accuracies
for miss and escape distance calculations within the testing area
flown to assess these accuracies, with the following exceptions: the
extreme western end of the SAGE drone track, the south leg of the

SAGE drone track, and the 60 and 80 NM legs parallel to the Y base
line out over the firing range.

It is recommended that future experiments over the desired opera-
tional area be conducted only after a complete analysis of all the data
collected on the MATTS, and after as many known discrepancies as
possible have been corrected. Also, it is recommended that any further
evaluation utilize live firings as a primary means of obtaining data.

PUBLICATION REVIEW

This technical documentary report hais been reviewed and is approved.

Major General, USAF

Commzmder
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SECTION 1 - INTRODUCTION

Development, under the direction of the Air Force Systems Com-
mand (AFSC), was begun in the spring of 1958 on a system that would
satisfy the Air Defense Command (ADC) requirement for a trajectory
recording scorer for the Genie (MB- IT) rocket. During the period
between June and September 1958 the Multiple Airborne Target Tra-
jectory System (MATTS) (AN/GSQ-29) was constructed and installed
at Tyndall AFB to satisfy the ADC requirement. MATTS was designed
to track an interceptor, target, and rocket simultaneously and plot the
trajectory of any two of the three airborne vehicles (Fig. 1). The final
results obtained from the system are the miss (burst) distance of the
rocket with respect to the target and the escape distance of the inter-

ceptor with respect to the rocket.

The MATTS is utilized by ADC at Tyndall Air Force Base for air-
crew and weapon syst mi tactical evaluation.

The system was originally tested under APGC Project 7840W1
during 1959-1960; the results of that test are presented in Reference 1
Originally, MATTS utilized electro-mechanical servos for tracking air-
borne vehicles. During March 1961, the electro-mechanical servos
were replaced by electronic phase meters. This test, APGC Project

7840W3, was conducted to assess the changes, if any, in the system
operation due to the modification. Acquisition time, frequency cross
talk, tracking accuracy, space position accuracy, and scoring accuracy
were intestigated. Specifications required that the improved system
performance and accuracy be at least equal to the performance of the
original system. Whenever possible, the results obtained during this
test were compared with the results obtained during the test of the
original system.
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SECTION 2 - TE~ST ITE~M DESCRIPTION

The Multiple Airborne Target Trajectory System consists of two
on-range angle measuring equipment (AM1E) sites and a computur control
site approximately 50 miles away front the firing range. Data from the
AME sites at Cape San Blau and Carrabulle, Florida, are transmitted
to the control site located at Tyndall AFB3 via a microwave- data link.
The system records direction cusine data, frequency cojunt, launch-
burst indications, quality, parity, a I 0miing pulses and ci oflputes.the
distances (in feet) between thu rocket outrst and the target and interceptor.
All measurements for firing events are based on the distances from the
sites relative to the X and Y base lines shown in Fig. 2. As can be seen
from the figure, the X base line fur each site extends uut t..ver the firing
range above the Gulf of Mexico. This diructiun is plus for the X base
line.. The Y base line' for each situ theurvticailly pauses River the origin
of the other site intursecting the Z~ axis of that site, with the plus direc-
tiun being .vastwa rd.

The AML sitvs (Wig. 0), thro)ugh their antenna fields, receive con-
tinuous U11F signals I ruim each it three ;iri rbie vechiles. Each AWk.
site antenlia fie~ld R.onsistH tif six antenna pairs, two, evch fur couarse,
intermecdiate. and fine thaganel.S. I he di-SU114.atc ew btween the antennaIUS
of each pai r fur vach chaiint I a re 50, 6i. ~,and S . HX, respectively,
(where X~ is the %wavulvtigth (if a 12 hic fri.queuc y sou rvv).

'rhe clat~a rut-viv'ed by the antunwas a re vinve rtL-d fruinit anailug to
digital furni by the phase i'iettrs and tratismtittvid as li recition t pasine:
dlata tis the cs'aarti site ;A Tync!.i 11 (Fig. -1) via . ii mi ruwavv udatai link at
a sulu crted rp ~t~ a Ir;tv of _'U samItpies pe x sect iid. Thtc data f ron
both tracking sites aire recevivtd Uy t bufft-t tmiiit whichi syntch runiii.vs and

presents thioez to the- tomite r. T'he dlata are sent to the ccbnijtIver and
siniultaneutisly riec tirdecl 'an miagn.!tic tape. F*riim the ctazzipztt r the re -
duced dat~a a.re senit to pilottintg boarduis w.here ;appriiximta~tey tne data
puint per 21 -sec intrva is; Utili,.c njreetigveil dtet~is

Duiring a. fi riig m~ission, whi ic. t r.I kitig all Lb rve vehivc ir, thu sys -

ten) plots the trajec-toriem Rif the hite rmc .'tir andc ths. Wargvt until the roicket
is; lawiched. At rot kc'L lazucs hi the systemt hiegins tis plot the targut and the
rocket. These L ra4 km cm'ithimtu mtanil the rtackvt explIod~es. The data are
used1 by the t tnimiIat r Lip t ailtcilamtt miiss andl .*scape distaiwes \\hich are
Irhinted miat by ain lect~ric typt-m. niter. The. type.-cat als Isehows the spafce
positioin ( X, Y, 1Z) Rif the rocvkvt burst with retspi.ttt t 0L. th a rgvt (miiss
di stant %.) and vvith rt-spert Lop the hite rvulat. r (evu. ape dist ance). Upon
copliiett 'l R~1 i e f 01k. ak Ic uI ti.'i, the, sy sIt i re n its Li, lt attinug r ajec torics
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of the interceptor and the target. In this manner the accuracy-of a firing
can be determined in as little as 12-31 sac after the actual event.

A more detailed description of the system and its operation may be
obtained from References 1 and 2. This report describes only the phase
meters in detail.

There is one phase meter at each AME site. The phase meter uti-
lizes the six antenna pairs, each of which receives all three frequencies
(221 Mc for the interceptor, 224 Mc for the target, and 225 Mc for the
rocket). For each of the three frequencies received by each antenna
pair there is one data servo, making a total of 18 servos. A bank of
data servo cabinets is shown in Fig. S. Fig. 6 presents a block diagram
of the reception and processing of the airborne signals. Only one an-
tenna pair and one frequency are used for the illustration. The signal
is received by the antenna pair, amplified by the RF preamplifiers, and
sent to the receiver. At the receiver the signal is mixed with a constant
frequency RF signal from the dual local oscillator to produce an IF data
signal. The dual local oscillator also produces a lkc reference signal
which is sent to the reference servo in the phase meter. The phase
difference between the IF data signal and the lkc reference signal is
proportional to the phase difference between the signals received at
the individual antennas of a pair. The IF data signal is sent from the
receiver to the data servo where the analog signal is digitized. The
digitized signal then goes to the processor (Fig. 7) where it is compared
with the digitized lkc reference signal. The processor produces the
difference between these two digitized signals as a binary representation
of direction cosine.

The direction cosine word consists of 19 bits (18 data bits and 1
sign bit). The first four bits of the word, which are the most significant,
art obtained from the coarse antennas. The next three bits are obtained
from the intermediate antennas, and the last 12 bits of the word originate
from the fine antennas. The direction cosine word is then sent from the
phase muter to the control site via a microwave data link.

A simplified block diagram of a data servo is shown in Fig. 8. A
unit diagram of the fine data servo may be seen in Fig. 9. It should be
noted that the coarse and intermediate data servos differ from the fine
data servo in the following ways only: they do not have feedback from
the digital counter, and the counters in the coarse and intermediate
servos are 8-bit counters rather than the 13-bit counter found in the
fine data servo. The function of this counter is to convert received
analog data to digital data. In respects other than the cited differences,
the data servos are alike.

7
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SECTION 3 - PROCEDURES, RESULTS, AND DISCUSSION

SYSTEM ACQUISITION TIME

PROCEDURE. The MATTS utilizes electronic equipment as stated
earlier; therefore, there is an inherent lag or delay in the response of
the system. This delay is called the system acquisition time. The pro-
file of the missions flown to assess this delay time is shown in Fig. 10.
The missions were flown over an area encompassing the SAGE drone
pattern and portions of water range W-470.

Two frequencies, which were alternated every 6 sec, were trans-
mitted from one T-33 aircraft utilizing one antenna to simulate the track-
ing transition from interceptor to missile. When the frequencies were
switched, the system had to reacquire the new frequency to track it. The
time required for the system to lock-on and track thc new frequency was
measured by timing the rise of the voltage in the fine data servo from the
instant the airborne source was switched from standby to transmit until
lock-on voltage (20 my) was attained. A constant frequency (establishing
a steady reference track simulating the MATTS target) was transmitted
from a second -'-33 aircraft one mile aft and one mile starboard of the
first aircraft.

RESULTS. The measured acquisition times are shown in Table 1.
Because the acquisition times of the old electro-mechanical servos were
not measured, no comparison can be made of the acquisition times of the
original MATTS and those of the modified equipment. Acquisition times
may also be seen in Table 2 (sampl.ts 35156 to 35171) and Table 3 (sam-
ples 44170 to 44181). Total times involved were 0.6 sec and 0.55 sec
respectively.

FREQUENCY CROSS-TALK

PROCEDURES. In any electronic equipment with a multi-frequency
capability, such as the MATTS, there is a possibility that the separate
frequencies will interfere with one another. If this situation should occur,
the data for each frequency involved would be distorted and invalid. This
possibility was checked, utilizing the same flight profile as that flown to
assess the system acquisition time (see Fig. 10). The mission was flown
at altitudes of 10,000, 20,000, 30,000 ft in an art'i over the water range
most advantageous to the MATTS equipment, so as to eliminate as many
unknowns as possible.

13
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TABLE I. SYSTEM ACQUISITION TIME DATA

Site Vehicle X Servo Y Servo
(sec) (sec)

Interceptor 0.6 0.6
San Blas Target 0.7 0.7

Rocket 0.6 0.6

Interce, Di 0.6 0.6
ayrabelle Target 0.7 0.7

Rocket 0.8 0.8

The test was conducted in two phases. The first phase procedures
were identical to the system acquisition time procedures which used three
frequency sources; the second phase utiliv.ed two NIATTS frequency
sources (one "n each of two aircraft). Fur the second phase, the lag
aircraft carried tue steady source, and the lead aircraft carried the
source that was cycled from antenna to dummy load, producing periods
of data and periods of silence.

RESULTS. The computer sample-by-sample listing of the trajec-
tories indicated no observable intcrference. The data develuped in a
smooth manner, and the cycling appeared to have no effect. Data ac-
quired during one frequency switch at 30, 000 ft in each of the phases of
this test are shown in 'Fables Z and 3. Table _ shows data acquired when
the frequencies (ZZI Mc and Z15 NLh) we.rv being switched, and the ZZ4
Mc frequency was on constantly, As can be see'n in the tablv, the data
progresses smoothly with no ap;tparenlt deviations.

T.able 3 shows the €lata acquired when the 225Mg. source was being

cycled from the dlunmmy load tto the antt.nna, Lhurcby producing periodic
data. The transition periud beftre reacquisitiun is shown in samples
44170 and 4.118 i. Trhe data for the trajectory of the constant source
indicate nu serious dclvi;ktigjns or interfcrence. 'rh. data in Tables 2
and 3 are representative of thet data accu'mulated during tliis test and
indicate no freqluen'y t ross-talk.

sYS'rL*M TRACKING A(:CUHAC:Y

I'rh tracking aict ur;acy uf th. MATTS ,pparvntly is affected by the
hI)IIo j. t m'ity tit' the: ;ut1i',iitI. lit . k ,iflI the' allt1tnt tad "itlroandiiig|J area

obstruction to the aiitvnma. fivis lctit' *,vie.0. D)uriig the testing period, the

15
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TABLE 2. TRACKING DATA AT 30, 000 FT DURING FREOUENCY
CROSS-TALK TEST - THREE MATTS SOURCES

Inturceptur "arlut Rucket

Sample - 1 M0 - 124 Mc) . 5 M- It ark
No. X Y z X Y Z X '

I ) (t ( (it) I [t) (it) (it) (it) I (it

35141 178941 S3136 30781 177080 3805) 308-16 .111 Mr off
42 178918 ,3116 30774 177078 38031 308-1
43 178910 53094 30768 177070 38011 30815
44 178896 53073 30167 177067 37989 30811
45 1718882 53053 30758 177063 37961P 30815

46 1781470 53033 30747 177063 37950 3081Z
47 171485-1 5301Z 307410 177059 379Z9 30816

48 17M845 1','192 $07 16 177061 37911 30817
49 178819 5Z9731 30733 177061 37890 308.4
.so 178817 SL') 1 10721) 17705S 37871 30827

51 17 M803 S 3 1' 30713 177057 3785W 30834
5L 178790 5711 I 30711 177057 3783Z 30855
53 178777 511695 30714 177056 37114 30653
54 171176-1 514h75 30733 177056 37795 306611
55 17197S1 SLS 30729 177057 37776 30651

56 97868 Z0911 311181 178711) 52836 30714 17705'9 37759 30811 Besgin m%%itch

57 1164Z3 141161 6714 17N672- 51 1114 10721 1770Sf. 377-11 30795
58 99979 1031 19315 171617C8 5798 307 I1 177069 377Z6 307-40
59 117 650 15097 546'3 178691 51780 3M7 UI 177157 37726 30466 115 Mc uff.bagin
60 ZZ6773 48165 101018 1714675 57,760 10711 17720'1 17724 10193 reacquisitiun

61 31184$3 (.654 172181 1786.58 51740 50709 1772110 3771-' ViJll-.

6U II I'Z1 (16303 17217.1 17864) 51721 30712 17715.1 37721 Z9651,
63 II 117-1 16159 17, 31- 1714627 51700 30717 10'15-b .6+I512 10S.11
W Z .1tIo-I 114103; 10 1A57 1781611 512611 107.17 Z09604 -+I53' 105H0
65 2461113 1107M6 10 Ie,514 1711S918 S20e,64• -01.' 40'4400 .1-15 36 10657

ftb 1261 'P 41605' 101666 1786582 S26-1i 307-18 Z097163 4-1534' 10b'16

67 Z1611'7 610026 101167 I 178561M 5,'fi1 307 W 1Z09144 .1451'9 10750
(AN Z461.15 4781M 10 167 1 17115%3 5260.1 30770 ZO'J'I1 .145S5 1080.4

69 ZZ6130 4797.1 101671 175.10 5-1516% 307144 11003M 44511 10861
70 ZZ1 11 417447 1016117 17112M %e.b6 I17'3 1 . 1012 1 -145 I b10917

71 177013 176#1 31160 1714515 5I6.15 1080h LA)vked on ll I Mc,
7U 177011 17491 $11514 1714501 ZSAt-17 30110 U5 Mv --,if
71 1770081 M7161 31613 171449 I 515016 31081W
71 177008 17-1.t8 1161 171.170 51.167 IO1W55
7S 177006 47107 31193 1781.(6 1 52-16.7 IO0SS

71, 17h61.l J7.10.1 $1193 17 .1-IS -51-t.17 01641
77 176990 37 $8 1 i1.I 178.1- ', 51Z.i17 Z o)W7 $
78 176M1AI6 17 W1.2 11-17 174.1-•1 5)-.106 3014161.
7V 171,9716 S7 3 US4 1% $ 17M1.I4l 5L 186 UM16'a1,
N1O 176976 $7 310 $177 1714.1014 0A 1% 1' U.,

hI 1 17017-I 17401 $1111 1716 347 51 141ý 5011'1-
35 114 176965 $7,1841 31 U4 17 I1N 5I1, 6 s-1 1t0)1'"

16
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TABLE 3. TRACKING DATA AT 30, 000 FT DURING FRE.OUENCY
CROSS-TALK TEST - TWO MATTS SOURCES

Target Rocket
Sample (24 Mc) -(zs Mc)

No. X Y IZ X Y z

It =ft) I ( =t) (-t) (ft) (it)=-e mir)

44165 236605 74227 30356 1634013 15S6409 637339 225 Mc" on dummy Wad
166 236591 742S6 30364 276873 434698 94206
167 236579 7428.I 30391 117408 146759 37245
165 236562 74313 30390 352383 326862 6424
169 236551 74343 30386 163100 135810 26947

170 236538 74370 30389 187320 111341 24503 Swittch from dummy load to antenna
171 236526 74398 30388 £39440 95334 48839 Start of mystern reacquisitiun
172 236514 74424 30395 L39412 95366 45827
173 236502 74452 30396 239390 95400 48817
174 236491 74478 30395 239364 95431 48813

175 236482 74506I 30399 £58166 5S479 -19454
176 236471 74453 30399 £.55I51 55505 -19459
177 236462 74560 30396 £58137 85535 -19435
178 Z36451 74566 30413 A56147 55550 -19691
179 236440 74613 30421 258140 85574 -19714

180 136431 74641 30420 L58135 55596 -19741
181 £,36418 74667 304A4 3223490 77086 3006b L.ut kud un U2S ML
18, £36410 74695 3043£ 23ZZ77 77105 30045
183 236399 7472£ 30434 Z3U168 77 I39 30030
184 236358 74750 30434 232213 77187 29972

185 236378 74778 30431 232£17 77230 29979
186 236369 74806 30431 £ 323192 7722Z 2992Z
187 236357 74833 30424 2233193 77244 119938
188 2 36348 74863 30417 232194 77265 2,1947
189 236336 74891 3041£ 2341191 77293 29970

190 2363217 74920 30409 232190 77316 49972
191 236315 74949 30403 232183 77342 29B4
192 236304 74976 30400 232175 77168 30005
193 236295 75006 30407 2323168 77396 30011
194 236Z54 75035I 30395 I321160 77424 30019

195 236675 75063 30400 232154 77452 30023
196 236262 75090 30399 232145 77480 30015
197 236252 75119 30387 232137 77509 30021
198 236241 75148 30373 232328 77539 30016
199 £36231 75176 30370 £32321 77568 30019

£00 Z236219 75605 30354 232115 77596 30011
201 £36212 75134 30343 232112 71627 30002

44202 236204 75264 30330 232105 77655 29994
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antenna fields and the surrounding areas were leveled. This physical
change in the surrounding ground areas enhanced the quality of the MATT
data., Because the change was implemented while the test was in prog-
ress, data obtained for spatial position accuracy and scoring accuracy
after the change should not be compared with the tracking accuracy data,
which were accrued before the change.

PROCEDURE. One of the chief assets of the MATTS is its ability
to track three airborne vehicles simultaneously. To assess the accuraci
of the MATTS tracks, one T-33 aircraft carried two MATTS frequency
sources, one transmitting front a UHF quarter-wave stub antenna and
the other on a dummy load. These frequencies were alternated from
antenna to dumnmy load by an electronic switching device over a speci-
fied flight path (Fig. 11). The device incorporated an intervelonieter so
that the interval between the switches could be arbitrarily set at a de-
sired period of tinme, depencdent upon the speed of the aircraft. When the
aircraft traversed a mile of ground track, the frequencies were switched
Bec ause both frequencies originated fromn the same antenna and the same
aircraft, the trajectory of the aircraft should have been constant. The
difference, if any, in the projected trajectories for each source, for any
one frequency switch, was the tracking error.

To analye the tracking errors, two points on the projected mean
tracks corresponding to the ticipuint in time between the last data point
before a frequueny switch and the first point following the switch were
determined. The line joining these points was the shift in position, and
thus its X and Y cumpunents, designated AX and AY, were the corres-
ponding shifts in X and Y.

RESUILTS. The interchannel tracking errors as assessed by the
niethoud just cluscrilbvd are shown in Fig. 12 and in Table 4. The values
presented are the mean values of the tracking data error; these were
Used lor all conclusions drawn conceurning the tracking accuracy of the
MATTS. In Fig. It the SAGE dro•nt track is shownt divided into eight
general areas which were employed to facilitate anlalys'3 and discussion
uf specific areas of interest. The error is specified in each area at
altitudes of 25, 000 and 40, 000 ft. In areas 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 the errors
appear negligible, or simill eniugh not to affect the data adversuly. How
evur, the tractking t rrurs in a rea No. # are marginal; at 15, 300 It alti-
tuilt- they ar, hey.l tit the lisili€t oh u5alIe data, but .t t10, 000 ft they

i)robably &(otII(I iL, i. be ti)jetti,,tbl) . hi a rt..s I and 8 the e'rrors appear
to, la;rge for KIAITS ajplliatioiis.

S ,l] .•s ,tf dlata fr rit a reas I awl i asstes.std hy the iiiett cl (lest ribc
arv seiwlit iln Figs. I I and I.I, rcsl)'cti vtly. Ams -in I e, . n, eitch
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trajectory varies about a mean path, and the mean paths are not con-
tinuous straight lines. Also, the angle of deviation from the straight
line seems to vary from one data sample to another. The deviations
from the straight line trajectories are apparent in the presentation of
the flight path data in the figures. In Fig. 13 the mean paths would inter-
sect if extended, while the mean paths are almost parallel in Fig. 14.
Because of these varying conditions at every data point, it was not pos-
sible to accomplish an exact analysis of the differences between the two
projected trajectories.

DISCUSSION OF TRACKING ERRORS. Factors contributing to the
overall system tracking error included (1) multipath, (2) low antenna look
angles, (3) misalignment of the Y base line, (4) unstable calibration, (5)
modulation effects, (6) microwave data link, and (7) data reduction.

Multipath. A multipath error is due to interference between the
free-space wave and the ,round-reflected wave as the two components
arrive a* !s antennas in the antenna fields. The large errors
.,s orv.As I and ' v (z e Fig. 12) may be attributed in part to rnultipath
er- ors at both sites, a factor which seems to be inherent in the system
antenna fields. To compute the field response correctly, it is necessary
to calculate the continuous wave data and the nmultipath waves separately
and to add thenm in correct phase relationship. The phase and amplitude
of the reflected wave art deturmined by the goumetry of the path and the
change in muagnitude and phase due to ground reflection. For vertically
polarized antennas, such as those utilized by the MATTS, the reflection
coefficient and the phase shift vary appreciably with the reflection con-
stants of the reflectors and the antenna look angl-!s.

Other factors which may cause a multirath error are abnormal
water vapor or temperature gradients, irregularities in the ground plane
around the antenna fields and in the plane of the antenna field itself, and
obstructions to the antenna fields of view suct. as buildings, trees, etc.
However, because rnultipath errors were not explicitly determined by
this test, no definite conclusions can be drawn as to their effect upon
the accuracy of the system.

Antenna Look Angles. Another error factor that may be attributable
to the antenna fields Pt the AMLv sites is the antenna look angle. At low
altitudes, the look angles for the antunnas in each field are system
limiting factors. if these limits are exceeded, the data are degraded
accordingly. The lowest limiting look angle cannot be accurately defined
from the. data accrued on this test, but it is approximately 4" to 7° above
the horizon. While flying surties at 80 NM over the water range parallel
to the Y base linu, it was observed that the tracking data were so poor at
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25, 000 ft (elevation angles between 2½" and 3") that no scoring accuracy
evaluation -ould be accomplished.

Y Base Line Misalignment. The Y base lines for the two AME sites
are theoretically intersecting straight lines. By flying across the base
line and having the sites signify when they saw Lhe crossing, what ap-
peared to be a discontinuity was observed. The two sites saw the air-
craft cross the base line at two separate times when they should have
observed the crossing simultaneously. However, the extent to which
this error affects the tracking accuracy was not explored during this
test.

Physical correction of the rmisalignment of the Y base line would
require relocation of all the antennas in one or both of the antenna fields
since the base line has as its determining points the center of the X and
Y base lines of the antenna arrays at each site, and the arrays must be
perpendicular. Because the antennas in each field are semi-permanently
installed, this type of correction would necessarily be an expensive one.
However, changing the computer mathematics would result in the same
correction at much less expense.

Unstable Calibration. After inclement weather, the pre- and post-
missi. .i calibrations differed by significant amounts. Variations in the
level of the water table beneath the antenna fields was suspected of being
the cause. This difference in calibrations added a varying error that
increased during a mission. Thus, the balancing of errors for each
base line at each site was correspondingly erroneous, and the direction
cosines obtained thereafter incorporated the error. The :.neasured posi-
tions obtained as the error increased were as different from each other
as they were from the true positions. No explicit study was accomplished
to assess this error during this test, but the calibration records of the
operating crew for the Cubic Corporation varify the observed calibration
changes. System accuracy is dependent upon calibration as one of its
determining factors. The accuracy between September and October
testing improved. Either the long dry spell or closer calibration tech-
niques, or both, may have contributed to the improvement.

Modulation Effects. One of the probable factors that was not in-
vestigated was the effect of modulation upon the launch and burst data
samples. The modulation may induce an error that is at the present
time unaccounted for.

Microwave Data Link. Microwave d ta transmissions at certain
periods during the day had a definite effect upon the integrity of the data
received from each of the sites.
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Data Reduction. During the processing of data collected during the
test, it was found that some of the magnetic tapes from Tyndall were not
compatible with the Eglin computer equipment. Data tapes that Eglin
could not reduce were returned to Tyndall, and without fail, yielded daLa.
This fact points out an incompatibility between either the method of re-
cording data in the MATTS van and the computer circuitry at Eglin or
the MATTS tapes and the data h, ndling equipment at Eglin. This fact
also creates a sense of doubt as to the quality of the data from the tapes
that Eglin could reduce.

A problem does exist in time correlation of the MATTS data. The
matts sample pulses and the MATI 7 time are derived from a 3000 cps
oscillator within the MATTS equipment. The oscillator is not an ultra-
stable item; therefore, any slight change in its frequency will affect the
sample pulses and the timing. The sample pulses are not synchronized
with WWV or EGTR time which makes it virtually impossible to correlate
the MATTS data with the EGTR data.

Also, some difficulty was encountered in rLgards to the pulse levels
on the MATTS magnetic tape which does affect the reduction of the data.
A change in electronic gear in the tape handling system would improve
the integrity of the pulse levels on the MATTS tapes. More explicit
information may be obtained from Math Services Laboratory at Eglin
AFB, Florida.

SPACE POSITION ACCURACY

PROCEDURE. The overall error in any MATTS mc~asurement
incorporates an error known as space position error. At any one point
in space, the true position coordinates (Xt, Yt, Zt) differ from the
MATTS measured coordinates (Xrr,, Ym' Zm) by the space position
error.

To determine the space position error of the MATTS, an instru-
mented T-33 aircraft was flown over a predetermined flight path (Fig.
15). A total of four passes were flown over this path, one east to west
and one west to east at 25, 000 ft altitude, and the same at 38, 000 ft
altitude.

A strobe light that flashed every four seconds was located on the
right wing tip of the aircraft. Ballistic cameras located along the flight
path of the aircraft at Cape San Bias, Appalachicola, and Carrabelle,
Florida, photographed the light flashes and stars of intensity greater
than or equal to the ninth magnitude. Utiliz.ing the knuwn position of the
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I"
Corrabselle 2000 52'

Appalachicola 18 102
Caorrobelle 130 56'

10 0050\ OS"'

Scale (NM)7" '

Fig. 15: Space P~osition Accuracy Flight Profile

stars and a method of triatgulation front the ballistic caiera plates to

define the position of the aircraft, the true space position of the aircraft
was deternined.

A photosensur, locatud on thu in~side of the aircraft canopy, trans-
lated thu s•trobe light flashes into electrical inmpulses. These impulses
were utilizedI to ritodulate the MATTS tracking frequency, and the MATTS
obtained the: aircraft coo rdinates each tinme the light flashed. Using the
ballistic camera data as the standard, the space po6ition error of the

MATrTS was evaluated.
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RESULTS. The measurements and calculated errors for the 50 data
points accumulated are presented in Table 5. The table shows the bal-
listic camera and MATTS values for X, Y, Z and refraction-corrected
values for the MATTS Z only. A refraction correction was used when

TABLE 5. SPACE POSITION ACCURACY DATA - BALLISTIC CAMERAS
(BC-4) VERSUS MATTS

Is333.333. r[ X (31t) Y (3t) Z' (it)
Lamar. j MATrS L j34,ra3.tivr. Ccir-rtcd E3rrur

ra. Tiff, It( -9 4 MATTS 8~r .. r, 33L.4 UAT .r-r ATTS Data (3t (Ct I
I'WWV) - I_ 5 ~ ~ I _______ ______I

W..3 I.. i-I. [.,, 49. 030 It Altitud.

33 0,43600 330-133499 33u7 34.1Z 39I7 301 :746: 130793,(I 68 Z4943 26119 3398 46179 744

3309800 334949 1:3974 t397 ZS338 300 4 4404 460318 6134 484460
310309300 31 0309499 I 10 18104 .7 114817 1134860 4S 43. 60 3 94 7
310 359!300 310314499 1318b44 1311863 S - 1 S08 I 119979 67 ZS930 4S9908 S711 49794 4Z44

310447000 30446999 33 1709 333699 -10 340P134 34(39817 S1 49L448 9949 703 49796 S48
330494900 8304949949 313663, 331664 -4 3.31684Z It379P 77 49436, 49937 703 4973.4 S48

3301171000] 3301 .97991311612 13398S -07 3481096b 34380 3U4 4S939 49S866 674 1 Z71S Us43

L..t t., W.-. 1-11 - 49,' 000 It AIt'u,3.

333466100 33364999 131744 IS1799 37 346476 3409So S4 ZS344 16011 687 49860 936
333913300 33313499 131641 1351649, 24 344034 124014 .4 2S9347 46068 741 49916 SO9
334007600 334007499 3334406 1 33906 to 339074 339099 -33 4-460 46099 799 49901 643
334094900 11409,4499 333442 3331493 1 0 336986 336988 J 494.733 46093 773 49598 640
334303300 138431034699 313161 3311440 S9 114339 334343 7 is9344 46040 698 49866 S44
3343b9300 334304999 113491, 13133i 39ý 310801 3331 1001 49342S7 49984 697 49830 S03
33443$0300 334430499 I3333954 313373 I9 3071189 107364 -43 49365 it,399 794 46007 641
334476900 33447b9910 3330381 31338010 64 104948 308993 9 49089 464 13j74 Z5971 sat
33434.1400 3343t4 S410- 330947 33(003 96 3049316 304940 .A4 49403 46097 696 4990S S04
S34369600 114 3944910 13$0894 130944 1.1 100117 300337 0 49493 1 646(4 697 46083 634
J344)0900 33443$0909 130804 1308171 69 96947 96940 -7 49488 4647 1 783 46341 6,33
334071 00 15(4476,999 3350797 I 30844 69, 94997 949,64 7 43480 4647,# 7909 46130 690
3349431400 t14-,441110 330743 330773 90 94366 94079 .91 Z4946 Z6440 716 16097 646
33S9038600 339098499 3310440 3 0493 931 831083 13337.1 -9 49947 46494 76S 46349 644

3393149300 33931443919 3303, 3 31 043013 4S 80688 80673 -11 49947 46346 839 464(19 678

W-13 W, La.t 3.rX - 8.,000 (1 Alt,tud.3

4143347300 44354470330 133834 1331890 38 83734 83737 43 S8836 39434 6bib )930S 489
443903400 42439 03109 1131809 3333t43 34I 87433 87491 40 384734 39408 6314 M979 489
443949600 44394160 W1 331800 1313331S 4s 90444 90439 SS 387339 3933 11 , 47 39407 438
4414003900 444004039 1333781 1338338 427 91,070 94009 39 311807 39380 973 19249 442
444098400O 4Z4433793 I 1 33S744 3331834 410 97683 976S93 44 388417 3938 9bS-9 39494 447
4Z44334000 4U4314903 33383 31834I 43 303398 101406 48 388!33 39444 633 39311 496
4L4434400 424443499 333778 333833 IS 109797 308033, 37 187310 393331 603 39397 467
42442S6700 42444936' 3331 1763 13317830 46 330177 1 toll# 1 31, 38704 394613 %64 391339 4311
4Z4443)8700 4144498939 1331743 1 117366 43 ) 333960 333S73 V 19 8669 39444 999s 39090 413
U44467900 4Z44367039 333663 1 1113,97 36 33834 33I 83991 33 286Z8 393633 940 39039 407
-344914000 4L449 1419 131436 1334981 44 327793, I40P4 98 38606 39113 907 38984i 376

k6-1 I.3, W-13 L..g 38, 000 (1 Altitu&3

441491000 443490887 1 10921 1 103972 931 3339 333s, 11389 330 38933 39034t 473 38902 441
4414Z94333WO 4412921117 330800 33301144 44 347342 32733,8g 43. 38999 393307 494 188177 344
443334300 443333887 330736 1333797 43 3494331, 1293,-3 1 37 38997 39049 47L 38898 141
44337990 31413S79387 330670 331.11,99 49 3433374 34 33Z SOW 38993s~, 3*3101 S 4% is.070 434
4.11111 76033 443437387 330979 330644 4t 3406136 13.43,I, 30 38633 19333, 948 390304 393.
4433999W00 4434993817 3I93 3309I3.1 O0 47 338380 119,444 44 38677 39440 9.43 134088 411
3-3- O 133 310 443901387 131013411 1 304381 41 11973,3 339779 14 W83 3344 V011 3919 S380iu I
.1 .14 001' 30 0 44400 3887 3310414 330433, N4 10308 13) 11083 14 3 fiI 8741.W4 0 393 13,1 130171 4Z9

44Z43314900 44404985187 330148 13333383 99 307 its1 101 33s 14 38743 1 ' 31003, 93 3931174 433
444088400 4440N88 87 33(30037 3,1331 71, 333493 IS 3043 37 21 38741 39173 0 3f,27 33444 479
44413(700 4443333387 1499931 3333334, 73 304497 3044342 3s 3877 193 W3-. 3.8 0A434 471
4-1-173S400 44437337 3419874 "149999 8 338333 t. 19 387681 393367 933 3304317 469
44433433133 44433I4 387 Q9633 IN 4327309 73 90631.1906334-03 b3 1891181 194% %94 I3- 3934 -367
434373.400 44L7437,87 343993 3I3.3 Is, 88481 88414821 30 3886 190111 9.74 3 1 3933 449

W44430400 44Z4603.3337 343 333 31 ZI33 93t , 8338sI7 83313,3I -A- 38373 V'477 603. " 3,3393 484
4449(3 3131 4449043337 I10241 I 149 3130 -3 81334 33403 1 38844 H-".43 93 :94)97 453
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it was found that the bending of the MATTS signals by the lower atmos-
phere was causing the MATTS altitude data to be significantly different
from the ballistic camera data. The refraction correction for the MATTS
data had an insignificant effect upon the X and Y portions of the data, but
reduced the values of the Z data by an average of 142 ft. Incorporating
the refraction correction into the MATTS data made the results compa-
rable to those reported for the original MATTS configuration.

Graphical presentations of the X, Y, Z coordinates of all the assess-
able data points on all four passes are shown in Figs. 16, 17, 18, and
19. The cpordinates for each point are plotted against WWV time. This
was done because some of the data points were unassessable, and because
the strobe light was shut off for one or two flashes on each pass for data
reduction purposes. Plotting the data in this chronological manner eli-
minated any discontinuities in the presentation. The graphs clearly show
the difference between the ballistic camera data and the MATTS data.
The errors in the direction cosines produced relatively small errors in
X and Y. but large errors in Z.

A statistical analysis of the data is presented in Table 6. The stand-
ard deviations of the data decrease with an increase in altitude. This
fact underlines the effect of an increasing antenna look angle and verifies
the results of the tracking error test.

SCORING ACCURACY ,EVALUATION

PROCEDURE. The MATTS was designed to track three airborne
vehicles (in a typical intercept) simultaneously, and at rocket burst to
measure the vector miss distance (target to rocket) and the vector escape
distance (interceptor to rocket). During an intercept, when the rocket ins
launched from the interceptor, the interceptor MATTS frequency (Z21 Mc
is modulated. The modulation indicates rocket launch to the MATTS
equipment and is termed the launch signal. When the rocket explodes,
the MATTS rocket frequency (225 Mc) is modulated, giving the MATTS
equipment a burst signal. In order for MATTS to accomplish the nec-
essary computations to obtain the miss and escape distances, the launch
and burst signals (respectively) must be received. During this test the
modulated signals were produced manually via controls installed in the
T-33 aircraft cockpits.

To determine the MATTS scoring accuracy, three instrumented
T-33 aircraft were used to simulate the three vehicles. They were
flown over predetermined flight paths at various altitudes. Tvo of the
aircraft were flown abreast, approximately 60 ft apart, while the third
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TABLE 6. SPACE POSITION ERROR~ ANALYSIS
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(I-t' i'rtn im d f nimi the. I ila udal~ta by us intg theic 11tedwe. II 1 i Sst sqo~- Lii ti' Iime hoil

It Was inte. ndi'd1 that Lit-e clth Lacc;i C tel'l '331 .Lii 8t issi Ni ls \% iul d bv us i d for

i'val,,s~ttje,ii (if the, ipjat'riljilm elf the- piastse itaitvi-s mtid the i'veral I pe.rl'ftrua-

ant-vill' I the NIATTlS. ,\lst, it vas atutu ipihtk'd thait the. (Lilta t .i ri'iidi \% tildl

rcadlily Ivad~ Limtnisiive.-s tit vt'~rapi,3iIti34I Li) the higlh' t' ,altituimdes. I b.wt'vi'r,

it sileli Iwo, alilie. vvilt'tIt thast tiii'si daLte. ti~tilcI ntit lit' thiis t'straluoisi.ed with

;ally grevL dli'gret it' at . I.1 il'.i3y
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Fig. .W: Scoring Accuracy Formation Utili/ing One B-57E and Two T-l
Aircraft

To investigate the higher altitudes (45, 000 and 55, 000 ft), the two
l-ead, T-33 aircraft were replaced by twt- B-57k; aircraft, and this for-
niation was flown over the flight paths dunoted in Fig. ZZ at altitudes
of 17, 500, 35, 000, and 45, 000 it. Etiplciying this airburtiv yardstick,
measurements with *5 ft accuracy were. obtained. However, iince the
airc raft could not attain altitudes higher than 45, 000 ft and ho'ld the for-
ntation required for the test, no data m -c ubtained above this altitude.
The areas represented in Fig. 22 were of primary imiportance due to
ADC requirements for explicit data along thu designated flight paths.
Due to the rar~dont nature of Ltt- data obtained, the only areas that can
be discussed are the areas shown it. this figure, and nu e~xtrapolation

* to areas outside the flight paths have been presented.

RE~SULTS. The modified formations were flown over the testing
area during the period froms 20 Sep to I1I Oct 61. The collected data
points were approximnatt-ly one nautical mile apart. All the data frort
these missions art- prumviihted iii Appendix 1.

The MATTS antennas were plIaced o11 Lit'e lorwa r( section of %each

aircraft used in Lth- sh-mulatitmi 4~ thte interceLpt. All MATTS me1asure-

munts werke nadte ti) the MATTS natitenn;'s. The film data were reduced
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by measuring the distance from the camera pods in the rear aircraft to
points of opportunity on the lead aircraft, for example, the engine, wing
tip, tail, etc. To make the film measurements compatible with the
MATTS measurements, then, it was necessary to correct the film data
for the distance from the point of measurement to the antenna location
on the aircraft.

Using the corrected camera data as the standard, the MATTS miss-
and escape-distance errors were obtained. The MATTS real-time print-
out was compared with the camera data. The error was positive or
negative depending upon whether the distances as measured by the MATTS
were greater or less, respectively, than the camera data showed.

The errors apparent in Appendix I range from 0 to well over 1000 ft.
Recalling that the data points were approximately a mile apart, it is sig-
nificant to mention that the difference between two consecutive real-time
printouts ranges from 0 to well over 800 ft. This large difference indi-
cates no connection or trend between separate data points.

The data accrued during the period 27 Sep to 7 Oct 1961 were ob-
tained on flight paths parallel to the Y base line at distances of 20, 40,
and 60 NM over the water range, and on one of the SAGE drone tracks.
The north and south legs of the drone track, shaped like a racetrack,
are defined by the coordinates:

North leg: ý9° 18' 30" N - 85° 55' W

29* 18' 30' N - 8"10 -U ' W

South leg: 29* 5' N - 85* 55' W

Zo* 5' N -8.10 2 ' W

During the period from 7 Oct to 1 1 Oct, missions were accomplished on
the William Tell drone track. This track is also shaped like a racetrack,

and the coordinates of the north and south legs are:

North leg: 290 _'9' N - 85* 30' W
Z9° _19' N - 8.40 22' W

South leg: Z9° 18' N - 85° 30' W
'99 18' N - 8'1° U2' W

(This leg closely approxinlatvs the North leg of the SAGE
drone track.)

During this last i)pri iod, dlat;a wvr' r 'ollc'ted oln another flight path at
45,000 ft altitude. This flight Ipath is included in Fig. 22. The coordinates
of thev': cil dpoints of the flight path arc:
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West end: 29" 7' N - 859 30' W
East end: 29" 7' N - 840 22' W

Antenna look angles were derived from these flight paths.

Looking out over the water range to each end and the midpoint of
each of the flight paths, curves of elevation angle vs azimuth angle were
determined for each site. The values obtained are shown in Table 7
and the curves the angles defined are shown in Figs. 23 and 24. Because
of the orientation o..he two sites with respect to the drone tracks, the
elevation angles at the ends of the tracks opposite each of the sites de-
creased sharply. As can be seen from Fig. 23, the eastern end of the
drone tracks yielded relatively low antenna look angles for the Cape San
Bias site. The western end yielded low elevation angles for the Carra-
belle site (see Fig. 24). The differences apparent in the curvature of
the elevation angle plots for each site are dependent upon their respective
orientations to the flight paths. San lBlas elevatiun angles remain re-
latively constant over the west.rn and mtiddle sectiuns of the flight paths,
then aecrease sharply at the eastern extremity. Carrabulle elevation
angles remain relatively ctainst-tt until, at the western end, they decreasez
sharply.

Theoretically the data ctlct'tted froun airborne events where the
elevation angles from each site were equal should have been must accu-
rate. This situation was investigated on all the flight paths where Scoring
data were collected using the three 13-57 aircraft furmatiun. It was a.1ti-
cipated that as the clevatiun angle increased, the vrrurs of the scoring
measurements would decrease. Lugically, the pioint un each uf the flight
paths that yielded equal elevatiun angles from each site (also the same
distance) lay on a line projected out over the water range equadistance
fromn each site. Thus, for each altitude and flight path involved, there
existed a single equal elevation angle for each site. To obtain an area
.-nconipassing a group of data points, the elevation angle was expanded
*10% of its magnitude. This band of values was small enough to allow
the assumjption that the elevation angle remained relatively constant
everywhere within the * limits.

The defined flight paths uf the William Tell drone track and extra
I-g and calculated errors are presented in Figs. 45, 26, 27, and 28.
The elevation angles used to dlefine the areas on these flight paths are
shown in Table 8. The data included within the areas at each altitude
were averagecd (exclusiv. of algebraic sign), and these values are also

pr, suntet: in Table 8. As can be seen fruni the table, with the exception
of the clata Lat Z5, 000 ft on the south leg, the calculated data do indicate
a trnid of iniilrEov-nmtnit with an ijtji'cw s ohf vle'tioil angle. Although
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TABLE 7. AME LOOK ANGLES FOR SCORING ACCURACY PROFILE

Nurth Lug Will|an Stauth Log Williant Tell Ekxtra L.ug at
Altitude Trull Drunv Trait I. Drone Tras k 4S, 000 ft Only

41t)
d I L.''

-(,lw San Bias
Aismauth Angat-. (dug)

.S3 10 47 60 -F i 0 it 41 46 48 -3 1 Z4 40

E~lavatism Anglies dt

17. 00 iU. WL. -1 6. S.1 6.8 6.11S 4. B6 3.9 3.3 Z. .9i
As, 000 - - s." .7 b. 6.9 S.5) 4.7 4.3 -

35,000 £11.0 £3. 12..0 6.3 I.S I i.S 9.6 7.64 6.58 6.0 - -.
45.000 £6.4 .£9.1 IS. 4 f. 4 .0 36. 8 17.1 It.£. 9.8 8.4 7.8 11.9 9.4 6.9

Asoa.uth AngKrst (dt.K)

-80 -toi IN 70 .5? -48 .3It 0 8 -fill -As 3

Mehv~i,gs,, Angles. (deg)

17,.SU0 5. I.. 15.9 1.0 .) . hi1 4. 1! 4.7 4.7 4.53
a, ,000 .1. . S. -k 6. U t.7 6.7 6.5 .

5.000 6.7 15.0 11.8 #. .0 7. ol 8.4 1). 14 '9.)4 ".0 -

4S.000 M.f. 16.S IS. 0 7. ft 14.M 10.7 IL. it.0 11.5 b.8 9).4 8.9

the data sa.,ple within the defined areas at each altitude was assumed
to be the best, it was also very limited. The tracking error established
for the extrenme western areas tof the SAGE drone track was too large
for use in a scuring accuracy evaluation. The south leg of the SAGE
drone track and the 60 NM flight path at and below 40,000 ft yielded
errors in miss and escape dlistpices that exceeded the specifie' limits
ui the MATTS. The furniatiun(l$-57, T-33, T-33) flown on the SAGE
drone track and the 60 NM leg is suspected of being sct.newhat lacking
in effectiveness. rhis is verified by the deviation uf the average absolu
magnitude of the errtors encountered at ZS, 000 ft from the trend estab-
lished by the data from the other altitudes (Takble 8). The above men-
tioned formation was flown on the 80 NM leg parallel to the Y base line.
invlving elevation angles of 2.* to 3*. The tracking data collected on
this flight path at Z5, 000 ft were so erratic that no scoring accuracy
evaluation could be accomplished. Data obtained on the 20 and .40 NM
flight paths were inc,.)rpor-ttecI in the data for the nt)rth and south legs,
respectively, of th. William Tell drone track.

The errors of the im iss aindi t'scap)e measurenmeits at each altitude
were of such randuts nitttirc thatt il) gt')grap)hical scoring at-.uracy vol-
unit; ct)uldl be (c4illedI. Therefore, the ('dit;I were sepa rated as to altitudý
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TABLE 8. SCORING ACCURACY VERSUS ELEVATION ANGLE

Altitude 'No. of Elevation Average Absolute Magnitude
of Flight Samples Angle of,...

Path in Area Flight Path Miss Errors Escape Errors

(ft) (deg) (ft) (ft)

North Leg of the William rell Drone Track

17,500 4 6.6 55.0 73.0
35,000 7 12.9 60.6 64.8
45,000 6 16.2 50.0 20.5

South Leg of the William Tell Drone Track

17,500 7 5.0 51.0 60.0
Z5,000 6 6.9 164.0 140.0
35,000 10 9.6 60.8 30.6
45,000 4 12.3 37.5 23.8

Extra Leg South of William Tell Track

45,000 5 9.52 99.8 69.6

and flight path and enclosed in rectangles about the flight paths. The
corners of the rectangle are defined by the coordinates presented in
Table 9.

For each region so defined, the mean, standard deviation, and 90f,
confidence limits for the miss and escape distance errors were deter-
mined, also the maximum and minimum values encountered for these
errors.

The values given in Tables 7, 8, and 9, which comprise the results
of the tebt, are seen to have considerable random variation. In fact, aside
from the increase in error as the elevation angle decreases, which re-
sults in excessive errors at angles below 4*, no definite trends were
noted, nor were any sharp limits fuund suparating the regions of accept-
able performance front those of unaccepta.ble performance.

"The overall systenm was investigated during this test, and within the
areas defined by Table 9, the systvnl is within design specifications.
Howuver, as has been previously stated, there were certain areas not
investigated and others that pruduced data tot) pouor to be assessed.
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DATA FOR FIG. 25

Measurement Error Measurement Error
Mission No. - Yit) Mission No. - ft)

Data Point N.1 Miss4U Escape Data Point No. Miss Escap

North Leg - 17, 500 ft Altitude South Leg - 17, 500 ft Altitude

51-Z9 -70 -115 51-2 69 Z13
451-28 131 48 51-3 -4 241
51-32 61 29 451-4 483 30
51-48 71 333 51-56 33 154

451-27 20 -34 451-5 52 35
51-13 31 142 51-4 -2 25
51-27 45 26 51-55 -41 97

451-33 zo 175 451-6 -2z 14
51-Z6 -66 16 51-5 -23 48
51-34 53 50 51-54 -6 1

451-26 -5 -54 51-6 -212 -74
451-34 Z4 36 451-8 -35 7
51-25 -66 -130 51-53 -19 151
51-35 0 46 51-7 16 -31

45I-Z5 -17 34 451-9 2 34
51-24 -26 -89 51-52 -75 134
51-36 -49 23 451-10 -3 -41

451-Z4 61 -35 51-8 4Z -66
51-23 -110 -131 51-51 137 -z2
51-37 -40 2I1 451-11 13 48

4514-3 15 -32 51-9 136 -18
51-38 -Sz 35 51-50 -62 105
51-22 -171 -15Z 51-10 -87 -55

451-ZZ 55 1 451-12 164 466
5I-z1 -153 -IZ9 51-49 225 615
51-39 2 -4 51-11 -91 Z47
51-20 -162 z 51-48 -21 156

451-20 64 53 451-13 101 -10
51-40 105 159 51-12 -36 74
51-19 -110 -73 51-47 20 170
51-41 2 50 451-14 26 Ambiguity,

451-19 -38 89 51-46 6Z8 430
51-18 Z87 -81 451-15 1699 Z37Z
51-4Z 31 478

451-18 Z47 214
51-17 -129 131
51-43 74 205

451-17 130 915
51-16 .79 46
51-44 Z35 574
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DATA FOR FIG. 26

Measurement Error Measurement Error
Mission No. - (it) Mission No. - ,ftj
Data Point No. Miss Escape Data Point No Min e Escape

South Leg - 25, 000 ft Altitude South Leg - (Continued)

25-24 9,1 215 24-18 51 143
53-34 90 128 51-18 110 252
24-24 -13 -4 53-41 129 146
25-23 24 -38 25-18 111 103
53-35 171 485 24-17 243 193
24-23 31 601 51-17 142 124
25-22 91 184 53-42 105 168
53-36 118 208 25-17 277 162
24-22 33 122 24-16 108 109
53-37 112 154 51-16 339 188
2b-21 176 144 63-43 ]50 180
24-21 40 113 25-16 142 234
25-20 22 118 24-15 71 2U6
51-21 185 192 51-15 155 250
53-38 75 -30 53-44 -26 1
51-20 175 295 25-15 Ambiguity Ambiguity
53-39 177 436 53-45 411 281
24-19 19 253
51-19 83 166
53-40 200 146
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DATA FOR FIG. 27

MIelasurement Error Meausrememt fttor

Million me. - I . tl Mission No. WItLEDais. Point N mile I 9"Wo )l Poll No. Mil l"

Myt* lag M. W10 ft AlNiNm so"h Leg. X,000 o AltIewle

"401-39 33 16 401-60 16 44

401.o4 401-59 -. 7 134

401-.20 4 .14 403.10 "-4 179

12.-31 51 .6 401-J 90 116

400-16 43 134 401-97 -74 -.3

401-17 0 11 S-3 .-I Is

401-30 .- 93 .- 0 401-36 -. S 47
400-13 1 36 400-4b a 64

-l33 go0 .-17 93-48 I 93

11.-a .T7 130 4013-. -.1 I9

401-.6 .- 30 $9.4 .30 .8
400-.7 6 13 400.44 -47 -45

400-.3 94 95 403.14 14 73
403-.s .- 1 9 401.4 Is 43
401-U3 46 U10 13 .47 110 A09

58-31 97 14 S9-S 9 37
401.14 Is 47 401-13 -40 93

400-11 33 60 400-43 .-3 -.1

400-31 4 130 9.-6 40 39

401-33 43 103 401-S 49 45

401-33 .- 0o 401-.1 .19 61

400-.0 A7 140 51-46 t0 338

400-39 136 163 400-4Z 13 33

400-19 30o 10 401-SI .34 40

403-.3 as 41 93.7 It I3

401-34 -46 19 400-6 91 89
112.30 47 .14 93.-49 a9 s3

401-11 39 61 400-41 16 61

400-30 l09 156 S-.8 13 S

400-18 a1 3&7 401-6 16 39

.1-31 14 -43 401.90 .- S4

93.39 31 .9 400.7 116 131

401-20 7 33 400.40 .6 36

401-35 0 49 91-44 56 96
400-.7 64 307 401-49 .11 33

S9-40 36 -33 S9-9 36 41

9-3.0 0 IS 401-7 .- 17

4013-9 Is 30 44-44 -14 94

400-31 137 1i7 401-48 43 34

401.36 30 .19 400.8 94 184

401-1. 31 40 S9-30 3 31

3.-19 .18 73 400- " to 34

400-1l 93 111 401-. Is 71

93-41 49 .8 S3I-43 44 334

401-37 9 6 401.47 .10 I3

401-17 .43 6 34.43 61 131

9-3I3 .19 .- 1-.31 -104 -S

400-31 41 48 400-38 3i -.6

400-19 40 13 400-9 106 308

401.-3 30 S6 401-9 8 64

401-16 -S9 7 I-3.3 -.4 13

400-14 71 374 93-43 173 131

S9317 64 -31 400-10 A9 67

4013.9 6 40 S9-133 *1 37

403-.3 S4 6 401-10 14 30

400-.3 154 64 40.1-49 46 so

S-.16 39 S9 14.434 340 39

401-40 34 69 93-41 69 141

400-.4 96 173 400.37 396 33s

401-13 -71 1340 401-44 316 198

401.41 3 36 It? 5l-46 71 319
401.11 3 40
400o.3 a86 396
i0-*11 97 73
S3-14 173 -47
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DATA FOR FIG. 28

NIsir'r*,l t I,,l'rii' K,' iL ~l vlii-It I i.r 'i r M t',nsurvi.nr i a~t rr,

kiisi, N,,. - (M, N1.t.• , N ,. - • (t N1,.,u N,. - It

Ia , 1Im N- h1IDI..'n - s .'

N,,rtht 1~K-g -4)000 it Aititudc S-,lth ],.I-g 1',000} It A lltitmic |' sr, I,•-g 4',,0()0 it A lltaudc

1 1 - -1 1 - s .I' -.I t)..-, _ - 1 " -

0I-.I -1, ,' '-II 71) 51- IS I7,

5,-22 -H8'2t I I•q -. 1• 1 "|, Il- I .. .I
1-2. -1 '.-' I 17 f (H I

0 1- ",, I,, .2-.' -II 5. '1 -, 1li, ,72

0 1 -2l5 10 .t 1 ,- 'I1 -5 1 , 21 I- /, - I7 2(,o) I - ' it 0 1J f,0 !-. J• , 17-I- ,,

- 21..:, €, II) 52'.-4.11 ', IHI' 7 . - 21) £11
50 -20 -1-I -0l ii] ', I, 58 2 8 281 1 1,1

)l l- 18 -. ,I ".2 - 1' - 18 II 11-8 - II 1,

01 -),t -,2)) '.2-18• -.. -77 ',,-' - 18 "8
01-27 - I 11 II 1I 7), I - I -27 - 1

I- _ti I I it1 II 1 1 7 0_1

1- !7 - " t' 5/.- i7 .•f I, ... ' - I10 I t| , W, o

2-1. -W i' itI'- '. 0 7U

ii - I: .' ill

111]-28. - , 1

t 2I -- I I - t' 1 .4 ,

Sl- .'."I

52- It, 13 I9 l,

(J - I.'. - I l,, ,.'.

I l- I l - ,' '

1)11. - I | - .' ",1

(' I - 1." - . ' t
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SMOOTHING ROUTINE APPLICATION. Smoothed MATTS data were
also compared with the camera data. Raw MATTS data were smoothed
by processing it through a computer program. The program surveys
36 data points just prior to burst. If there exists a total of less than 9
erroneous data points within the 36, the program eliminates them from
the computation of the miss and escape distances. However, if there
are more than 9 erroneous points within the 36, the computer program
throws out the data sample entirely. This is done so that a certain
amount of reliability can be established for each data sample by eli-
minating bad data points from the computation of the miss and escape
distances.

A comparison of the errors as computed using the real-time print-
outs with those using the smoothed data indicated that the smoothing
routine was not enhancing the MATTS results but was degrading them.
Out of a total of 899 usable burst samples accrued, the smoothing routine
improved or confirmed 286 (31.8%), degraded 316 (35. 2%), and yielded
no answer for 297 (33. 0%). Eliminating the times that the smoothing
routine gave no answers by not working or by rejecting the data samples,
602 useful burst samples remain. Of these 602, the smoothing routine
improved or confirmed 286 (47.55%) and degraded 316 (52.5%) burst
samples.

VERFICATION OF OPERATION OF THE MATTS VIA LIVE FIRINGS

To affirrm the operational capability of the MATTS, actual MB-lT
firings were accomplished over the testing area. It was required that
the MATTS score 8 out of 10 (80%) live firings. The MATTS scored 35
out of 36 from 23 Oct through 28 Oct 1961.

Because of the differences in t-st methodology between this test and
the previous MATTS test, it would be misleading to compare the two
results.
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SECTION 4 - CONCLUSIONS

1. System acquisition time varies between 0.55 and 0.8 sec.

2. The data collected during this test indicate no frequency inter-
ference or crosstalk in the system.

3. Tracking accuracy is satisfactory or acceptable throughout the
testing profile, except at the extreme western end of the SAGE drone
track, where the errors are too large for MATTS applications.

4. The MATTS spatial position errors in X and Y are insignificant
when treated by themselves. The error in Z is excessive. After the
application of a refraction correction factor, the spatial position error
of the m.odified MATTS is comparable to the results obtained during the
previous MATTS test.

5. The scoring accuracy of the MATTS meets the required ac-
curacies for miss and escape distance calculations respectively out to
the following limits:

Distance from Distance from
Altitude Cape San Blas Carrabelle

(ft) (NM) (NM)

17,500 East 51.9 27.5
West 15.0 49.0

25,000 East 55. 3 36.9
West 24.2 55.0

35,000 East 55. 3 36.9
West 24.2 55.0

45,000 East 60.4 47.0
West 35.0 62.5

6. Comparison of the errors obtained from the real-time printouts
with those from the smoothed data indicates that the smoothing routine
used during this test degrades rather than enhances MATTS data. The
routine improved or confirmed 47.55% and degraded 52.50/ of the burst
samples that it accepted as useful.
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SECTION 5 - RECOMMENDATIONS

1. To correct some of the factors contributing to the system
tracking error, it is recommended that:

a. A study of the antenna fields be accomplished to assess
their effect upon the MATTS accuracy.

b. The antenna fields be investigated for the effects of
obstructions to the antenna fields of view.

c, Any flight patterns that require elevation angles of less
than 4* be avoided.

2. To improve the accuracy of the MATTS computations it is
recommended that:

a. The smoothing routine be expanded and improved so that
it does not degrade the data.

b. A larger computer be integrated into the system so that
smootned real-time data may be obtained.

c. A refraction correction factor be included in the computer
program.

3. Further experiments over the desired operational area should
be conducted onJy after a complete analysis of all the data collectcd on
the MATTS, and after as many known discrepancies as possible have
been corrected. These tests should utilize live firings as a primary
method of collecting data.

4. New or improved calibration techniques should be developed
and implemented to enhance system operation.
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